Press Release. 1st September 2004
SPIRIT ANNOUNCES NEW GOTIVE ENHANCEMENTS

Spirit Data Capture Limited has announced new enhancements to the Gotive
H41, a rugged handheld computer. Spirit has the UK and Ireland distribution
rights for this mobile enterprise solution, which revolutionises the collection
and communication of information.

The latest version of the Gotive H41 (Model 5) provides enhanced operability
and an increased memory. Its RAM capacity has been doubled to 64MB, and
the Gotive now supports both SD and MMC memory cards. The unit’s WLAN
signal range has been extended to a maximum of 180 metres in the open air,
to provide wider and faster coverage. Two exciting new options that can be
added to the unit are an integral Smart Card Reader and Destinator 3 GPS
navigation system.

The new RS version of the H41 has a serial interface RS232/422/485 option,
which allows items such as electronic measuring devices to be connected to
the unit. The Gotive incorporates Bluetooth® technology, and can now be
used with Extech mobile thermal and receipt printers - making it ideal for any

mobile workers who need to take payments, produce receipts or produce
labels.

New Developers’ kits are also available from Spirit. These include a Gotive; a
Docking Station; and an Accessories pack. There are three different
configurations available. The latest model comes with a new lightweight
carrying case, and an optional Travel Charger is also available.

ENDS
Notes for Editors: Spirit Data Capture is based in Preston Brook, Cheshire. The

company is a totally independent mobile computing and data capture house, with indepth knowledge of the latest wireless and mobile computing technologies which
boost productivity and profitability. Its services include planning, design and
development, implementation, and support.
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Email: katrina@spiritdatacapture.co.uk
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